PRAYER MINISTRY
PRAYING WITH PEOPLE FOR THEIR NEEDS
Prayer ministry is a specific way we can have focused intercession with and for
the need of a friend. The most crucial element is that you are listening together
for how God might want to address that need.
Key Scriptures: Psalm 27:10; Mark 10:46–52; John 4:43–54; Colossians 2:13–15;
Ephesians 6:10–20
HEAR AND UNDERSTAND (2–3 min)
1. START WITH THE QUESTION “What would you like Jesus to do for you?”
This will help the person clearly and succinctly share his or her need.
2. ASK ANY CLARIFYING QUESTIONS that would help you know how to pray.
A. Don’t attempt to give advice.
B. Don’t get into a long conversation.
C. Become comfortable with each other and put the person at ease.
3. EXPLAIN THE PRAYER TIME.
A. Mention that you will be listening together.
B. Tell him or her you may ask if he or she is seeing, hearing, or thinking
about something. That could be God speaking.
C. Explain that it’s fine if he or she isn’t experiencing anything.
D. Encourage him or her to keep his or her eyes closed and focused on God.
E. Ask if it is okay for you to touch him or her.
PRAY
1. BEGIN THE PRAYER TIME. (Done by the prayer minister.)
A. Invite the Holy Spirit to come and acknowledge his presence.
B. Speak truth about God during the opening prayer.
2. LISTEN IN PRAYER. (30 sec–1 min)
A. Listen together for:
I. Scripture
II. images
Excerpt from pages 22-23 of InterVarsity's Prayer Booklet, which is available for purchase in full at
store.intervarsity.org/prayer-booklet-each

III. thoughts/phrases
IV. memories
B. Ask the individual if he or she is hearing or sensing anything from Jesus.
C. Share with humility and appropriate qualifiers what you heard from God.
3. PRAY AROUND WHAT YOU HAVE HEARD. The prayer minister allows what
has surfaced to direct his or her prayers.
4. INVITE THE PERSON TO RESPOND TO GOD. The prayer minister makes
space for the person to take the next appropriate step.
A. Confess or repent
B. Process emotion
C. Ask questions
D. Reject lies; receive truth
E. Ask God for further clarification
5. REPEAT 2–4
ENCOURAGE (2–3 min)
1. NOTE ANY NEXT STEPS OF OBEDIENCE OR HELP. The prayer minister
may debrief by asking the individual what he or she has heard and what next
steps may be important to take.
2. REMIND HIM OR HER OF ANY SCRIPTURES OR WORDS FROM GOD.
Feel free to write them down.
3. BLESS HIM OR HER AS GOD’S CHILD, possibly with anointing oil if he or
she is interested. Say that the oil represents the presence of the Lord.
4. SEND HIM OR HER BACK INTO THE MISSION FIELD. This may depend
on the person, but many people can go back to serving the Lord as he brings
healing into their lives.

